FACULTY MEMBERS ATTEND SYMPOSIUM

Represent Institute at Chemical Society Convention at Baltimore

Several members of the Institute Faculty attended the convention of the American Chemical Society held at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore last week. Among those who were in attendance were: Professor J. F. Norris, President of the American Chemical Society; Professor A. Blaine, President Elect; Professor E. B. Millard, of the Department of Chemistry, who was a plenary speaker, and Dr. Paul C. Stimson, Assistant Professor of Chemistry.

One of the topics which was greatly stressed by Professor Norris was the increasing necessity of internationalism in science. "Science is more fundamental than national aspirations," declared Dr. Norris, "business can become international in its operation. We should have been living up to the spirit of our Declaration of Independence, and not yet set that hatred free."

Many papers were read at the convention, discussing numerous advances which are being made in various fields of science. One of the most interesting papers presented to the Society was the one on the triviality of the subjects treated, to produce inorganic and organic compounds at will. Professor E. S. Johnston '25, who has been working with this group, stated that, with the discovery of new sources of sugar and alcohol, the advantages of mixing aluminum powder (Cniudfo Pae1) in putting aside the old methods of making sugar may be greatly extended.

Dr. Norris, "Business can become international in its operation. We should have been living up to the spirit of our Declaration of Independence, and not yet set that hatred free."
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After Every Meal

Wrigley's increases the flow of saliva and relieves dryness of the throat, tastes delicious and is not harmful to the teeth. clinical tests prove. Freshen breath

40 cents a dozen

Vote on "Courts of M.I.T." Versus Stein Song Tomorrow—Polls in Lobby

Tuesday, April 21

10:20—Interfraternity Tea Dance, Swiss Room, Copley Plaza Hotel
8:15—Alumni Tech Show Performance, Boston Opera House.

Tuesday, April 22

10:00-11:00—Undergraduate Tech Show Performance
11:00-12:00—Junior Prom, Copley Plaza Hotel

Wednesday, April 22

8:15-10:45—Alumni Tech Show Performance, Boston Opera House.

New Catalogue Will Be Available in June

Contrary to previous announcements the new catalogue will not be available for distribution before the first of June. This is due to the fact that the class of 1926 is in the process of finalizing their plans for the campaign of the class of 1927, and the Class Officers have requested a delay in preparing the catalogue for pre-field distribution.